Network Marketing... the best profession in the world 🏆 Is it easy, no... do people say it's easy, yes... is it illegal, no... do people judge it before getting the facts, yes... But regardless of all the opinions and noise, the beautiful part about our profession is that we give the average person a realistic avenue to create $500-1000 a month extra income, part time (results not typical) 🙏 Where else can people without degrees and people with doctorates come together... where else can someone come from Penn State University or the State Penitentiary and have the same opportunity... where else can you travel the world, make incredible friendships and earn money residually while doing it 🏅 Sept 4, 2013
I was broke, busted and disgusted... I was tired of working for other people just to get told what to do and make the same money as the lazy co-workers I had to look at every day... I am not down on jobs, I am so grateful for the jobs my parents worked to provide and put food on the table for me when I was growing up... but I never want to repeat the 40-50 years of hard work that they had to go through... network marketing gave me that freedom, that flexibility... because of this profession I have traveled to 42 countries at the age of 29, impacted hundreds of thousands of people, retired my parents, given to my church and earned millions myself... where else could a small town kid, who used to be bullied, made fun of and left out, who had average grades at best and no
athletic ability... do what I've done... the best profession in the world 🙏_Blockchain
#NetworkMarketing #GoPro #NWMPro #DirectSales
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